Tony Coleman Drums

Signature Virtual Drum Instrument

- Over 10 GB of expertly captured drum samples played by blues legend Tony Coleman
- Recorded at Ardent Studios using top-shelf microphones and pre-amps
- Select kick and snare samples feature 2-inch Studer tape compression
- Intelligent Rhythm Control corrects note timing without sacrificing musicality
- All-new audio engine for uncanny realism in any DAW
- Comprehensive part editing; pitch, compression, filters and EQ
- Studio-grade master effects; reverb, compression and EQ
- 32 and 64 bit VST, 64 bit AU, Pro Tools 10 and Pro Tools 11

Tony Coleman’s Kit

- Mapex Black Panther snare (maple)
- Mapex Saturn Series Kit: 10”, 12”, 13” Toms; 14”, 16” Floor Toms; 22” Bass Drum
- Ride: Sabian 22” AAX
- Crash: Sabian 18” AAX, 20” Vault, 18” AAX Fast Crash
- Hi Hat: Sabian 16” AA

Film Score Companion

Ultimate Collection for Film Score Production

- Everything you need to score film, games and music
- Orchestral Companion Series: Outstanding Strings, Woodwinds and Brass recorded using Boston Pops musicians, from our flagship Symphonic Collection
- Big Bang Cinematic Percussion: 200+ percussion instruments and over 15 GB of premium content
- Eighty Eight Ensemble: Our flagship piano instrument featuring the Steinway CD 327” grand piano.
- 32 and 64 bit VST, 64 bit AU, Pro Tools 10 and Pro Tools 11

Upgrades to Flagship VIs

2.3 Updates + 1.3 Vocalizer Pro Update

- Free update for existing users of Vocalizer Pro, Big Bang Cinematic Percussion, 88 Ensemble, Twist, Big Bang Universal Drums and Wobble
- Virtually unlimited music production power
- Sonic tools you can add to your studio setup in an instant
- Each title now available as a 15 day Free Trial
- Enhanced performance and stability optimization
- New high-performance reverb algorithm
- 32 and 64 bit VST, 64 bit AU, Pro Tools 10 and Pro Tools 11
- Supports MAC OS 10.10 Yosemite
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